In the therapist-centered rehabilitation program, the experienced therapists can observe emotional changes of stroke patients and make corresponding decisions on their intervention strategies. Likewise, robotic-assisted stroke rehabilitation systems will be more appreciated if they can also perceive emotional states of the stroke patients and enhance their engagements by exploring emotion-based dynamic difficulty adjustments. Nevertheless, few research have addressed this issue. A two-phase pilot study with anxiety as the target emotion state was conducted in this article. In phase I, the motor performances and the physiological responses to the stroke subject's anxiety with high, medium, and low intensities were statistically analyzed, and anxiety models with three intensities were offline developed using support vector machinebased classifiers. In phase II, anxiety-based closed-loop robot-aided training task adaptation and its impacts on patientrobot interaction engagements were explored. As a comparison, a performance-based robotic behavior adaptation was also implemented. Experimental results with 12 recruited stroke patients conducted on the Barrett WAM TM manipulator verified that the rehabilitation robot can implicitly recognize the anxiety intensities of the stroke survivors and the anxietybased real-time robotic behavior adaptation shows more engagements in the human-robot interactions.
Introduction
Task-oriented repetitive rehabilitation training is becoming the state-of-the-art therapy approach for poststroke patients. These therapy tasks are traditionally implemented by physical therapists. In recent years, there is an increasing interest in using robotic devices to help providing motor rehabilitation therapy. 1 Compared with the therapistcentered therapy, robot-assisted stroke rehabilitation can not only provide a variety of highly repetitive movements and training protocols for stroke patients, but also offer objective measurements of stroke patients' functional improvements.
Stroke patients' active engagements in rehabilitation training have been shown to be a very positive factor to the success of rehabilitation. 2 Early rehabilitation robots are able to provide active assistance to stroke patients, but do not take into account individual properties, spontaneous intentions, or voluntary efforts of that particular person. These problems were addressed by integrating the patients into the sensorimotor control loop. By recognizing the patients' active motor abilities or movement intentions, the human-in-the-loop rehabilitation robotic systems are able to optimize participation and support the patients only as little as needed. 3 However, stroke patients' active involvements in the existing rehabilitation robotic systems are mostly considered from biomechanical and bioelectrical viewpoints, where the patients' active force/position signals 4, 5 or electrical activities of the brain and the muscles 6, 7 were recorded. In the therapist-centered program, the therapists who work with the stroke patients can not only perceive the patients' active motor involvements, but also continuously monitor the patients' emotion changes in order to make appropriate decisions on their intervention strategies. The stroke patients are particularly vulnerable to anxiety and frustration, which requires to plan tasks at an appropriate level of difficulty. Likewise, roboticassisted stroke rehabilitation training systems will be more appreciated if they can perceive the stroke patients' emotion changes and make emotion-based dynamic difficulty adjustment. Offering insights into the patients' emotional changes and adapting emotion-based behavioral interventions are known as another critical factor to successful stroke rehabilitation. 8 Nonetheless, very few research on robot-assisted stroke rehabilitation are specifically addressed how to automatically recognize and respond to the emotion changes of the stroke survivors. One possible reason is that there are some difficulties in perceiving the stroke patient's emotion states.
There are several modalities such as facial expression, 9 vocal intonation, 10 body gesture, 11 and physiology 12 that can be utilized to recognize the emotion states of individuals in human-robot/computer interaction. Nevertheless, the patients with chronic stroke are often characterized by dull facial expression, severe aphasia, and limb motor dysfunction. These vulnerabilities place limits on observational, conversational, and limb methodologies to recognize the stroke survivors' emotional states. Physiology-based measurements are far more robust against these difficulties because they are noninvasive and further the psycho-physiological signals can be continuously available without the stroke patient's active cooperation. Besides, evidences show that the transition from one emotion state to another is accompanied by dynamic shifts in indicators of autonomous and central nervous system activity. 13, 14 In this article, anxiety, which can be easily evoked by training tasks with different difficulties in clinical rehabilitation therapy, was chosen as the target emotion state. The primary focuses of the current research were firstly to offline evaluate anxiety with high, medium, and low intensities and then to carry out real-time anxiety-based robotaided rehabilitation training task adaptation.
Methods
The block diagram of the anxiety detection and subsequent anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation system are shown in Figure 1 . It consists of two consecutive phases: offline anxiety modeling (phase I) and online anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation (phase II). In phase I, the features, from the physiological and the motor performances recordings of the stroke subjects under anxiety with high, medium, and low intensities, were firstly extracted and then subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA)-based statistical analyses to obtain the features with significant differences among three anxiety intensities. Anxiety with three intensities was further offline evaluated using support vector machine (SVM)-based anxiety classifier, in which the features with significant differences were adopted as inputs while the self-reported questionnaires as outputs. In phase II, robot-aided rehabilitation training tasks were online adapted to the recognized intensities of anxiety from the stroke subjects. Further, to demonstrate the effect of introducing anxiety of stroke patients into robot-assisted stroke rehabilitation, the impacts of anxiety-based robot-aided behavior adaptation on the stroke patient's engagements were explored using the performance-based robot-aided training task adaptation as a comparison. The details on the enrolled subjects are given in the "Subjects" section while the experimental system setup is depicted in the "Experimental setup" section. "Phase I: Offline anxiety modeling" section demonstrates the offline modeling of the anxiety with high, medium, and low intensities (phase I). The online anxiety-based robotaided rehabilitation training task adaptation and its impacts on the stroke patient's engagements are shown in the "Phase II: Online anxiety-based robot-aided rehabilitation training task adaptation" section (phase II).
Subjects
The stroke patients, with upper extremity motor impairments and similar Brunnstrom Recovery Scale (BRS) evaluation scores, were recruited as representative of hemiparesis participants. Participants were excluded from the study if they had severe neurological disorder, senile dementia, or cognitive intact. 15 Twelve stroke participants (mean age: 53.6 years, 7 males, 5 females, mean stroke time: 12.6 months, 6 right-sided hemiplegia, 6 left-sided hemiplegia, 10 stage-4 and 2 stage-3 BRS scores of upper extremity, and 9 stage-4 and 3 stage-3 BRS scores of hand) were recruited, and all were received motor rehabilitation therapy at the Rehabilitation Medicine Center of the Nanjing Tongren Hospital of China. Before the tasks began, ethical approval was obtained from the Medical Ethics Committee of the Nanjing Tongren Hospital of China, and all subjects were informed about the procedure and that they would be video-recorded and photo-taken during the experiment. All subjects gave written informed consent concerning the use of their video footage and questionnaire data for further analysis. Of the 12 stroke participants, one stroke subject (upper extremity and hand BRS scores were both stage-3) was not able to complete phase I experiments, and the rest also took part in phase II closed-loop experiments.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup for phases I and II experiments is shown in Figure 2 (a), and its configuration mainly consisted of three major parts: the rehabilitation robotic hardware, the physiological data acquisition, and the anxiety-eliciting and training tasks.
Rehabilitation robotic hardware. The current rehabilitation robotic system was constructed using the Barrett WAM™ (Newton, MA, USA) manipulator. The Barrett WAM™ manipulator is a four degree-of-freedom highly dexterous, naturally back-drivable manipulator. Its human-like kinematics and high back drivability enable inherent forcecontrol, haptic interaction, and rehabilitation application. The Barrett WAM™-aided rehabilitation training system was extensively developed in our previous work, in which passive, 5 active-assisted, 16 and resistance 17 training modes were explored. More detailed descriptions of the usages and control of the WAM™ robot could be referred in our previous work. In the current anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation, an active training mode aiming to improve upper limb motor coordination was investigated for the WAM™ rehabilitation manipulator. The qualified stroke participants were required to actively manipulate the WAM™ manipulator (controlled with full gravity compensation mode) by themselves, and no assistive or resistive forces from the robot were provided. An internal PC offered by the Barrett Technology Inc. (Newton, MA, USA), running with the Ubuntu Linux-Xenomai real-time system, was responsible for executing threads including physiological and performance features extraction, anxiety intensities recognition, and anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation. All real-time communication between the external PC and the Barrett motor Pucks™ (motor controllers) was conducted by wireless Ethernet.
Physiological data acquisition. Participants were equipped with biosensors to acquire their anxiety-related nervous system activities including facial electromyogram (EMG from corrugator and zygomatic), electrocardiogram (ECG), skin conductance (SC), and respiration (RSP). EMG activities were collected from the zygomatic major and the corrugator supercilii muscle regions using a Delsys Trigno Wireless EMG system (Delsys Inc., Boston, Massachusetts, USA), as shown in Figure 2 (b) to (e). They are often used to find the correlation between emotion and physiological reactions. In the work by Kuriakose and Lahiri, 18 the EMG features were used to recognize three different emotional states for children with autism spectrum disorder. ECG activities were measured from the chest using the standard electrode configuration sensor. SC signals were acquired by positioning two electrodes on the distal phalanges of the index and middle fingers. RSP rate and intensity were captured by placing a respiration belt around the belly. Many studies have verified that the measured peripheral parameters from the autonomous nervous system, ECG, SC, and RSP, are highly related to stress, arousal, and emotions. 13, 19 During the physiological recording, the sample rates for the facial EMG, ECG, SC, and RSP were set as 1296, 200, 50, and 50 Hz, respectively.
Anxiety-eliciting and training tasks. A virtual target-hitting training task, which aimed to coordinate multi-joint arm movements of stroke patients, as shown in Figure 3 , was designed and implemented to evoke anxiety with different intensities. A 62.5 Â 37.6 cm 2 screen with back projection was used to display the anxiety-eliciting and rehabilitation training tasks. The stroke subjects were instructed to manipulate the ball by moving the Barrett WAM robot end-effector and were required to hold the manipulating ball at the home position until the target cube object appeared. The target position was spread evenly along a circle at a constant radius from the home position. The target cube always appeared and stayed in one of the three target positions for a predefined time interval. When the target cube appeared, the stoke subjects should move the manipulating ball to hit the target as quickly as possible while trying to track the predefined trajectory. Three task parameters, updating intervals, sizes, and sequence appearances of the target cube, could be manipulated to determine the task difficulty level and further to elicit anxiety with different intensities. In the current research, task difficulty levels were predefined from 1 to 15 based on the updating intervals. Before the experiments in phase I began, each stroke subject needed to play the target-hitting tasks several times to determine his/her skill level. This was achieved by starting from a low difficulty level and progressively increasing it until the skill level was reported by the subject or starting from a high level and decreasing it. The average of the skill levels was then considered as the subject's challenge level. Depending on this challenge level, over- challenge and under-challenge levels were determined by adding or subtracting five levels from the subject's challenge level. Three anxiety-evoking tasks, hard (task with over-challenge level), medium (task with challenge level), and easy (task with under-challenge level), were then determined. To eliminate the habitual effects in phase I, the subjects should reexplore their three challenge tasks in phase II closed-loop studies.
Phase I: Offline anxiety modeling Figure 4 describes the flowchart of anxiety modeling with high, medium, and low intensities. The physiological and performance data were firstly recorded using psychophysiological measurements from anxiety-based humanrobot interaction and then were subjected to features extraction. The features that could differentiate three anxiety intensities were obtained through three-step statistical analyses (significant responses, differences, and correlations). Using the labeled features as inputs and the selfreported questionnaires on high, medium, and low intensities of anxiety as outputs, anxiety classifiers using SVM with radial basis function (RBF) kernel were trained. After leave-one-out cross-validations, the offline anxiety models with three intensities were evaluated.
Experimental procedure. Task-evoking experiments and offline modeling for the anxiety with different intensities were conducted in phase I studies. Experiments were carried out in a specialized room at the Rehabilitation Medical Center of the Nanjing Tongren Hospital of China. The stroke subjects, the experimenter, and the physical therapist were present. At the first visit, the stroke subjects were informed of the purpose of the experiment and signed a consent form.
When the familiarization process began, the stroke subjects explored their hard, medium, and easy tasks. Then, the subjects were asked to wear biosensors and take part in nine consecutive sessions shown in Figure 5 . Each session consisted of three sequential periods (baseline, taskperforming, and self-report questionnaires) and was randomly assigned three times. The physiological signals and the performance data with the optimum scores in each task were recorded. In the baseline period, the subjects took a 3-min rest and physiological measurements were record as baseline data. For the task-performing period, the subjects performed target-hitting task with one of the three tasks and the related physiological and performance data were measured. At the end of each session, the questionnaires were made, which were composed of a battery of self-reported questions related to the intensity of anxiety they felt, and the answer to each question was rated on a nine-point Likert-type scale. 20, 21 For the scales, 1 indicated the lowest intensity of anxiety while 9 indicated the highest intensity of anxiety. Meanwhile, the experimenter and the physical therapist also gave their opinions about how they thought the subject was feeling based on their visual observations. During the anxiety models development, the reported intensity levels were normalized to [0, 1] and further evenly discretized into three labeled intensities. Specifically, normalized intensity scales in [0, 0.33] were defined as low intensity of anxiety, [0.34, 0.66] were medium intensity of anxiety, and [0.67, 1] were labeled as high intensity of anxiety. According to the emotion and flow theories, 22 anxiety with high, medium, and low intensities could be evoked by hard, medium, and easy tasks, respectively.
Feature extraction. A total of 45 features were extracted from the physiological signals and task performance data for each 3-min task period. They were divided into the following three categories:
Facial EMG activity from the zygomatic major and the corrugator supercilii muscle regions (18 features). Nine features were extracted from time and frequency domains by measuring the corrugator supercilii and zygomatic major muscle activities, respectively. These features were the integration (EMG cor_INTG , EMG zyg_INTG ), root mean square (EMG cor_RMS , EMG zyg_RMS ), standard deviation (EMG cor_STD , EMG zyg_STD ), and mean absolute value slope (EMG cor_MAVP , EMG zyg_MAVP ) of the corrugator supercilii and zygomatic major muscle; the mean (EMG cor1stDiff_MEAN , EMG zyg1stDiff_MEAN ), median (EMG cor1stDiff_MED , EMG zyg1stDiff_MED ), and standard deviation (EMG cor1stDiff_STD , EMG zyg1stDiff_STD ) of the first difference of the corrugator supercilii and zygomatic major muscle; the mean (EMG cor_MPF , EMG zyg_MPF ) and median (EMG cor_MEDPF , EMG zyg_MEDPF ) values of power frequency of the corrugator supercilii and zygomatic major muscle. Peripheral signals from ECG, SC, and RSP activities (22 features) . From the ECG signals, mean heart rate from the intervals of the normal-to-normal (NN) heartbeats (ECG hr_MEAN ) was calculated. Besides, the standard deviation of heart rate (ECG hr_STD ) as well as several measures of heart rate variability in time-domain and spectral-domain were extracted: the standard deviation of NN intervals (ECG hrv_SDNN ), the root mean square of the difference of successive NN-intervals (ECG hrv_RMSSD ), the percentage of interval differences of successive NN intervals greater than 50 ms (ECG hrv_pNN50 ), the low-frequency band (ECG hrv_LF ), the high-frequency band (ECG hrv_HF ), and the ratios of the LF/HF bands (ECG hrv_LF/HF ).
Anxiety intensities

Self-reported questionnaires
Self-reported
As to the SC signals, it has two separate components: skin conductance level (SCL) and skin conductance response (SCR). Features extracted from the SC signals included the mean (SCR MEAN ), standard deviation (SCR STD ), and error between maximum and minimum amplitude (SCR amp_MMERR ) of SCR; the mean (SCR 1stDiff_MEAN ), standard deviation (SCR 1stDiff_STD ), and error between maximum and minimum amplitude (SCR amp1stDiff_MMERR ) of the first difference of SCR; the number of SCR response peaks (SCR num_PEAK ); and the mean (SCL MEAN ) of SCL.
Concerning the RSP signals, the mean respiration rate (RSP rate_MEAN ), the respiration variability (RSP var_MEAN ), the mean amplitude (RSP amp_MEAN ), and the error between maximum and minimum amplitude (RSP amp_MMERR ) of the respiration, the mean (RSP 1stDiff_MEAN ) and standard deviation (RSP 1stDiff_STD ) of the first difference of RSP were calculated from the RSP signal.
Task performance (5 features). Performance measurements, as ultimate concerns, are the direct reflection of the efficacy of rehabilitation therapy program on the stroke subjects. Cai and Lin 23 have revealed that the operator's task performance varies as a result of different emotional states in a driving context. Features calculated from the task performance were the mean of a successful target hitting time (PeRF time_MEAN ), the mean (PeRF trjerr_MEAN ), and standard deviation (PeRF trjerr_STD ) of the trajectory tracking error and the number of successful target hitting (PeRF num_SUC ) and the trajectory smoothness 24 of a successful target hitting (PeRF trj_SMOOTH ).
Statistical analysis. All physiological and performance features were subjected to ANOVA tests to search for the differences among high, medium, and low intensities of anxiety. The following three statistical analyses were performed.
Significant responses analyses for physiological features. These analyses were conducted between baseline and each task period using each baseline corrected relative values of physiological features. One-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with each training task period (baseline vs. each task period) as within-subject factors and the physiological features as measures. The goal of these analyses was to determine whether each task could evoke significant psycho-physiological response.
Significant differences analyses for physiological and performance features. These analyses were performed among different task periods using the relative values of the physiological and performance features. One-way repeated measures ANOVA was implemented with the different training task periods (hard, medium, and easy) as within-subject factors and the physiological and performance features as measures. The goal of these analyses was to search for the significant differences among three different tasks that evoking anxiety with high, medium, and low intensities, respectively.
Significant correlation analyses among physiological, performance features, and self-reported questionnaires. These analyses were carried out between the self-reported questionnaires and the physiological features without significant differences but with significant responses at least in one of three task periods, as well as between the selfreported questionnaires and the performance features with insignificant differences. The goal of these analyses was to further analyze the relationships between physiological and performance features with insignificant differences and the self-reported questionnaires. If there existed significant correlations, these features with insignificant differences could still be used to classify intensities of anxiety.
The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used in the case of violation of the assumption of Sphericity. For the post hoc multiple comparisons between different tasks, Bonferroni correction was adopted. To test the correlations between the self-reported questionnaires and the physiological/performance features with insignificant differences, Spearman rank-order correlation was used. All statistical results with p > 0.05 were not reported.
Offline anxiety modeling with high, medium, and low intensities. Determining the intensities of anxiety (high, medium, and low) from the physiological/performance features and the subject's self-reported intensities of anxiety resembles a typical multi-category classification problem. Concerning this issue, the attributes were the physiological and performance features with significant differences or correlations, and the target outputs were the subject's normalized selfreported intensities of anxiety. SVM with RBFs kernel was selected to differentiate the intensities of anxiety in this research. SVM approach is able to deal with noisy data and over-fitting by allowing for some misclassifications on the training set. 25 This characteristic makes it particularly suitable for affect recognition because the physiological data are noisy and the training set size is often small. 19 According to the theory and learning method of SVM in the study by Vapnik and Vapnik, 26 the RBF kernel-based SVM was summarized as in Appendix 1.
A total of three-category binary SVM classifiers were constructed using one-versus-one method for three anxiety intensity pairs (high/medium, high/low, and medium/low). Subject-independent classifiers were designed, and the accuracy of the SVM classifiers was computed using leave-one-out cross-validation method. Since the SVM classifiers were tested on the data of subjects that are not present in the training sets, these subject-independent classifiers will certainly yield a lower accuracy than the subject-dependent classifiers. Nonetheless, less timeconsuming will be achieved than the subject-dependent classifiers which is necessary to train SVM classifiers for each subject. Additionally, the accuracies of anxiety-based SVM classifiers with three different types of input (physiology, performance, and combination of physiology and performance) were investigated.
Phase II: Online anxiety-based robot-aided rehabilitation training task adaptation Experimental procedure. The anxiety-based closed-loop robotic behavior adaptation and its impacts on the engagements of the stroke patients were investigated in phase II studies. As a comparison, the performance-based robotaided training task adaptation was also implemented. The target hitting training task conducted in phase I was still adopted. To prevent habituation, the stroke subjects should reexplore their hard, medium, and easy tasks before phase II experiments initiated. Besides, an interval of at least 30 days between the two phases as well as anxiety/ performance-based training sessions was enforced.
Before the robot-aided training task adaptation began, real-time predictive accuracy on classifiers with three different types of input data was further verified. The robotaided task adaptation training session was consisted of 20 epochs. During the experiments, the anxiety intensity model that yielded the highest real-time predictive accuracy was selected. At the end of each epoch, the task difficulty for the next epoch was determined based on the intensity prediction result in the current epoch and the anxiety-based training task adaptation mechanism. The stroke subjects were also asked about their preferences, but the task difficulty was modified according to the anxietybased adaptor output. As to the performance-based humanrobot interaction studies, similar experimental protocols were implemented. Additionally, the stroke subjects should report their task liking levels at the end of each training epoch and their overall engagement experiences at the end of the whole training session (see Section Engagements investigations for the stroke patients).
Robot-aided rehabilitation training task adaptation
Anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation. Figure 6 shows the flowchart of real-time anxiety-based training task adaptation mechanism. The training task difficulty level was randomly designated by the therapist at the initialization stage, and the training task adaptor was not activated until one of three different intensities of anxiety was detected. In the proposed anxiety-based training task adaptation mechanism, anxiety with high intensity resulted in a decrease in task difficulty level if the subjects were not at their lowest difficulty level, and anxiety with low intensity generated an increase in task difficulty level if the subjects were not at their highest difficulty level, while no change was made on task difficulty level if anxiety with medium intensity was recognized.
Performance-based robot-aided training task adaptation. As a comparison, performance-based robot-aided training task adaptation was investigated. According to the task requirements, the stoke subjects had to move the manipulating ball to hit the target cube as quickly as possible while trying to track the predefined trajectory. Therefore, the two performance indices, the percentages of successful target hitting (positive index) and the mean of trajectory tracking errors (reverse index), were chosen, and their significant differences among hard, medium, and easy tasks were statistically verified (see "Performance features differences between different tasks" section).
When evaluating the subject's task performances for a given difficulty, excellent, good, and poor rankings were assigned. They were determined by calculating a comprehensive performance index which was aggregated from the abovementioned two performance indices. The comprehensive performance index was generated as follows: (i) the scores of the two performance indices for all subjects were obtained by asking the subjects to play the tasks with the given difficulty; (ii) the upper and lower limits for the two performance indices were set according to the scores across all subjects; (iii) the reverse index was subject to positive and nondimensionalization treatments; and (iv) the value of the comprehensive performance index lying between 0 and 1 was calculated using weighted-sum method where each index has the same weight coefficients.
Using the abovementioned method, the thresholds of the comprehensive performance index for ranking the performances were set as 0.44 and 0.85, respectively. At the end of each training epoch, the stroke subject's performance was rated as excellent (comprehensive performance 2 ð0:85; 1Þ), good (comprehensive performance 2 ð0:44; 0:85Þ), or poor (comprehensive performance 2 ð0; 0:44Þ). A similar adaptation mechanism as the anxiety-based robotic behavior adaptation was adopted in the performance-based robot-aided training task adaptation. Excellent performance resulted in an increase in task difficulty level, and poor performance caused a decrease in task difficulty level, while no changes were made if the stroke subject's performance was rated as good.
Engagements investigations for the stroke patients. To investigate the impacts of the anxiety or performance-based training task adaptation on the human-robot interaction experience of stroke patients, several standard questionnaires referred in the work by Shirzad and Van der Loos 27 were made at the end of each training epoch or the whole training session. Specifically, a User Engagement Scale was used to measure the user engagement at the end of the whole training session. Five measures of the User Engagement Scale were adopted and presented with 5-point Likert-type scale questions (1 ¼ disagree to 5 ¼ agree; see the appendix in the work by Shirzad and Van der Loos 27 ): the task engagingness, the user's willingness to continue the training, and the user's focused attention, motivation, and feedback. Apart from the abovementioned questionnaires on the whole training experiences, liking level questionnaires with five-point Likert-type scale questions were made at the end of each training epoch to gauge the level of the stroke subject's liking on the task during each training epoch.
The pairwise t-test comparisons of the self-reported measures were statistically analyzed to verify whether the anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation has more engagement experiences than the one in the performance-based human-robot interaction. Before the t-test was conducted, the internal reliabilities for all the metrics of each measure were evaluated by calculating the Cronbach's a values. The metrics of each measure with Cronbach's a > 0.7 were considered be internally reliable.
Results
Phase I: Offline anxiety modeling Statistical analyses for physiological and performance features
Physiological features responses between baseline and each task. Comparisons of baseline corrected relative values of the physiological features between baseline and each task, using one-way repeated measure ANOVA, were done separately. Table 1 presents the significant physiological responses results between baseline and each task that evoking anxiety with high, medium, and low intensities, respectively. As to the extracted physiological features, it can be seen that each task can induce some significant physiological features responses.
To better illustrate how the physiological signals vary with the transition from one anxiety intensity to another, Figure 7 shows the physiological signals changes with a typical stroke subject during baseline and different task periods. As to the EMG signals from corrugator superlicii, the tasks evoking anxiety with high and low intensities can both cause sharp intensity increments compared to the baseline level, while there is no significant change for the task evoking medium anxiety. Concerning the ECG profiles, there are no significant heart rate differences for the tasks evoking high and medium intensities, but lower hear rate is found in the task with low intensity. Good differentiations between the baseline and each task can be found for the number of SCR peaks and the amplitude of the SCR signal. Compared to the baseline period, faster respiration rate is found in the tasks evoking high and medium intensities, but lower rate exists in the low intensity evoking task. Besides, the task evoking medium intensity causes more significant change than the other two intensities evoking tasks.
Physiological features differences between different tasks.
The univariate statistical tests for physiological features, using one-way repeated measure ANOVA, show that significant differences among three different tasks were found for EMG cor_INTG Table 2 gives the post hoc multiple comparisons for physiological features with significant differences. It can be seen that significant differences between tasks that evoke anxiety with high and medium intensities are found for EMG cor_INTG , EMG cor_MPF , EMG zyg_INTG , ECG hr_rate , SCR MEAN , and RSP amp_MMER . There exist good differentiations between tasks evoking high and low intensities for EMG cor_MPF , ECG hr_rate , SCR MEAN , SCR num_PEAK , SCR amp1stDiff_MMERR , and RSP rate_MEAN . Concerning the tasks inducing medium and low intensities, EMG cor_INTG , EMG zyg_INTG , ECG hr_rate , SCR num_PEAK , and RSP rate_MEAN cause significant differences.
Performance features differences between different tasks. Figure 8 describes the target-hitting performance with a representative stroke subject during different task periods. It is clear to see that the best trajectory tracking performance is achieved in the low anxiety-evoking task, while the worst one is done in the high anxiety-evoking task. Compared to the performance in the task-evoking anxiety with medium intensity, the low intensity evoking task shows less trajectory tracking error, but intentionally deviating from the reference trajectory and frequently exceeding the predefined target position are also demonstrated which indicates that the skill of the stroke subject is increased and repetitive movements with the same difficulty level create boredom in the subjects. Table 3 . It is obvious that both PeRF num_SUC and PeRF trjerr_MEAN have good differentiations among three different tasks, while PeRF time_MEAN and PeRF trj_STD have no significant differences between the medium anxiety-evoking task and the low anxiety-evoking task.
Correlation among physiological, performance features and self-reported questionnaires. Spearman correlation coefficients (R-value) were computed for those physiological and performance features which have no significant differences among three different tasks but have significant responses at least in one of the three tasks compared to baseline period. These features with significant correlations were remained and merged into the feature sets with significant differences. Table  4 details the results of the Spearman correlation analysis. EMG zyg_MAVP was found to be significantly correlated with the self-reported three anxiety intensities, while ECG hrv_LF/HF has significant correlations with the subject's self-reported medium and low intensities, respectively. Both of them could be used to classify anxiety with different intensities.
Offline anxiety modeling with high, medium, and low intensities. Concerning the SVM-based anxiety intensity classification, a total of 198 samples (66 samples for each task evoking different anxiety intensities) were collected from all the recruited stroke subjects except one who were not able to complete the task. As can be seen from Tables 2 and 3 , a total of 10 features (6 physiological features and 4 performance features) were found to have significant differentiations in both high/medium and high/low intensity classifiers, and 9 features (7 physiological features and 2 performance features) were statistically chosen for classifying medium and low intensities. Subject-independent anxiety intensity classifiers were developed where the features from all the subjects were merged and normalized. Discriminant performances were validated using leave-one-out cross-validation method, where a single observation taken from the collected samples was used as the test data while the others were used for training classifiers. This was done as many times as there were samples in each task. The accuracy was judged according to how often the classified intensity matched the subject's self-reported intensity ratings. The Gaussian kernel parameter g and the soft margin parameter C were set 1.41 and 11, respectively. Tables 5 to 7 show the confusion matrices for classifiers with the physiological, performance, and the combined physiological and performance features input. As can be seen from these confusion matrices, the average correct rates of the SVM-based anxiety intensity classifiers with the physiological, performance, and the combined physiological and performance features were 73.2, 79.3, and 83.3%, respectively. Combining the physiological and performance features yields the most accurate classification. Although the average correct rate of the physiology-based classifier is inferior to the one of the performance-based classifier, the low intensity classification accuracy of the former (78.8%) is superior to the one in the latter (75.7%). Besides, better accuracy of medium intensity classification (78.8%) is achieved in the performance-based classifiers, which cannot well differentiated (60.6%) in the physiology-based recognizer. Fortunately, the combination of physiological and performance features yields a relative high accuracy for all of the high (87.9%), medium (78.8%), and low (83.3%) intensities. Phase II: Online anxiety-based robot-aided rehabilitation training task adaptation
Real-time predictive accuracy of anxiety model with three intensities. The offline anxiety intensities classifiers with three types of input data were further demonstrated to see whether these classifiers could be applied to online recognize the anxiety intensities of the stroke subjects. The accuracy of how closely the real-time anxiety intensity classifications from the SVM-based recognizers matched with the subjective anxiety intensity ratings made by the stroke subject was verified. Figure 9 demonstrates the realtime predictive accuracy for each stroke subject across 12 verification epochs. Using classifiers with three types of input as a withinsubject factor, the real-time predictive differences among physiology-based, performance-based, and physiology/ performance-based classifiers were statistically analyzed through one-way repeated measures ANOVA. Results indicate that significant predictive differences are existed among classifiers with three types of input (Fð2; 20Þ ¼ 22:79; p < 0:001Þ. The Bonferroni post hoc multiple comparisons further show that the classifier with the combined physiological and performance features (84.8 + 5.05) yields more accurate classification than the physiologybased (68:2+6:26; p ¼ 0:000) and the performance-based classifiers (75+6:43; p ¼ 0:004), respectively, while there are no significant predict differences (p ¼ 0:092) between the physiology-based and the performance-based intensity classifiers. According to the experimental protocols in Section Experimental procedure of Phase II, the anxiety model with the combined physiology and performance features as inputs would be adopted in the subsequent anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation. Robot-aided training task adaptation (anxiety versus performance-based). Anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation was implemented using the anxiety model with the combined physiological and performance features as inputs. As a comparable method, the performance-based robot-aided training task adaptation was also investigated. Figures 10 and 11 show the details of anxiety and performance-based robot-aided training task adaptation. Two important aspects (task difficulty selection and its consistency with the active willingness of the stroke patients) were demonstrated and summarized as follows.
The stoke subjects perceive more challenging in the anxietybased robot-aided training task adaptation. Figures 10(a) and 11(a) describe the percentages of hard, medium, and easy tasks that were selected across all subjects in anxiety and performance-based robotic behavior adaptation. Averaged across all stroke subjects in the anxiety-based robotic behavior adaptation, the hard, medium, and easy tasks were chosen to be 11.8, 75.5, and 12.7% of the training epochs, respectively, while 14.1, 68.6, and 17.7% of the training epochs were made in the performance-based robot-aided training task adaptation. Further, pairwise t-test comparisons of the medium task with challenge difficulty between the anxiety and performance-based robotic behavior adaptation were made. Statistical results show that the anxiety-based robotic behavior adaptation (75.5% + 7.57%, p ¼ 0.016) has more selections of medium task with challenge difficulty than the performance-based robotic behavior adaptation (68.6% + 5.05%). This indicates that the stroke subjects perceive more challenging in the anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation.
The robotic selections have more consistency with the active willingness of the stroke patients in the anxiety-based robotaided training task adaptation. In order to demonstrate how consistently the robotic task selections matched with the active willingness of the stroke patients, the matching proportions across all stroke subjects between the robotic selections and the active preferences of the stroke patients were calculated (shown in Figures 10(b) and 11(b) ). In the anxiety-based robotic task selections, the averaged matching percentages across all the stroke patients for the three tasks, that is, hard task, medium task, and easy task, were 76.4, 9.9, 83.6, and 6.5%, respectively, while 66.8, 10.2, 80.7, and 9.1% were matched in the performance-based robotic task selections. Pairwise t-test comparisons of the whole matching for three tasks show that the anxiety-based robotic selections (76.4% + 6.36%, p ¼ 0.005) have higher matching percentages than the performance-based robotic selections (66.8% + 5.13%). Further, k statistical results also verify that the consistency coefficients in the anxietybased robotic task selections (k ¼ 0.513, p < 0.001) are higher than the one in the performance-based robotic task selections (k ¼ 0.276, p < 0.001). The abovementioned statistical results indicate that the robotic selections in the anxiety-based robotic behavior adaptation have more consistency with the active willingness of the stroke patients.
Another finding is that the matching proportions of the medium task with challenge difficulty are the highest among three tasks in anxiety and performance-based robotic behavior adaptations. To under these results more clearly, robotic task selections for the same representative stroke subject in the anxiety and performance-based robot-aided training task adaptations are described in Figures 10(c) and 11(c) . In the anxiety-based robotic behavior adaptation, a hard task was randomly initialized, and the high intensity of anxiety was observed from the subject. The first mismatching occurred in the third training epoch, where the rehabilitation robot still recognized high intensity of anxiety from the stroke subject at the end of the second training epoch and thus decreased the difficulty level in the third training epoch from medium to easy task. However, the stroke subject's active preference was still kept medium task. During the whole 20-epoch training epochs, the number of the robotic and the patient's selections for the hard, medium, and easy tasks were 4/15/1 and 5/15/0, respectively. The matching proportions of the hard, medium, and easy tasks were 18.7, 81.3, and 0%, respectively, and the whole matching proportion for the three tasks was 80%. In the performance-based robotic behavior adaptation, an easy task was randomly initialized and the excellent motor performance was obtained from the subject at the end of the first training epoch. According to the performancebased task adaptation mechanism, an increase of the task difficulty from the easy to medium task was determined for the subsequent second training epoch. Similar robotaided training task adaptations were achieved in the rest of the training session. Across the whole training epochs, the number of the robotic and the patient's selections for the hard, medium, and easy tasks were 3/13/4 and 2/17/1, respectively. The averaged matching percentages for all three tasks was 70%, and the specific matching proportions for the hard, medium, and easy tasks were 7.1, 85.8, and 7.1%, respectively. Engagement investigations for the stroke patients (anxiety versus performance-based). As mentioned in Section Engagements investigations for the stroke patients, the User Engagement Scale including five measures was used to quantitatively compare the impacts of the anxiety or performance-based training task adaptation on the engagements of stroke patients. Additionally, the level of the stroke subject's liking on the task during each epoch was also statistically analyzed. Pairwise t-test comparisons of the internally reliable engagement measures and task liking indicate that the anxiety-based robot-aided training task adaptation has more engagingness (p ¼ 0.033), focused attention (p ¼ 0.032), and task liking (p ¼ 0.006) than the one in the performance-based robot-aided training task adaptation, while the willingness to continue the exercise (p ¼ 0.167) has no significant difference. The duration (about 1 h) of the whole training session consisting of 20 epochs may be one of the possible reasons. This is especially true for the stroke patients. The engagement measures and task liking levels averaged across all the subjects and for each of the subjects are graphically shown in Figure 12 (a) and (b), respectively.
Combined with the results in "Robot-aided training task adaptation (anxiety versus performance-based)" section, it can be seen that the training session with more challenging and more consistency with the active willingness of the stroke patients has higher engagements and task liking level. Of 11 subjects, the engagement measures and task liking levels of the second and the seventh subjects in anxiety-based robotic behavior adaptation were inferior to the one in the performance-based robotic behavior adaptation. These are also demonstrated in Figures 8 and 9 . The averaged matching proportions of the seventh subject are higher in the performance (75%) than the anxiety-based (65%) robotic behavior adaptation. Although the same matching proportion (70%) of the second subject exists in anxiety and performance-based robotic behavior adaptation, the former matching proportions for the medium task with challenge difficulty (78.6%) are far lower than the latter one (92.9%).
Discussions
Recognizing the stroke survivor's emotion, achieving emotion-based rehabilitation robotic behavior adaptation, and exploring the stroke patient's interaction engagements, as a new type of active involvement in rehabilitation training for stroke patients, receive little attention in the past few years. Most of the research are mainly focused on recognizing the active movement intention of the stroke subjects from the viewpoint of biomechanical (force, position, velocity, etc.) and bioelectrical (electroencephalogram and electromyography) signals. One of the key challenges is to collect and analyze emotion-related information data from the stroke patients.
Compared with the emotion recognition for healthy subjects, there exist more challenges. On the one hand, less emotion-based information can be adopted. The patients with chronic stroke are often characterized by dull facial expression, severe aphasia, and limb motor dysfunction. These vulnerabilities place limits on observational (facial expressions), conversational (vocal intonations), and limb (body gestures) methodologies to recognize the stroke survivors' emotional states. On the other hand, although the physiology-based emotion modeling is more suitable for stroke survivors' characteristics, good classification accuracy cannot be achieved only using the physiology features. This is also indicated in the current research. Classifiers development is one possible reason, but another key issue is that it is difficult to obtain physiological features with significant responses and differences, which is subject to many factors from the stroke survivors themselves such as the damaged neural systems, the different recovery stages, and the leading causes of stroke. Fortunately, according to the current research findings, the classification accuracy achieves a substantial improvement by combining the physiological features with the motor performance features.
Emotion-based robotic behavior adaptation is an important and interesting issue in robot-aided neurorehabilitation. Apart from making comparisons with healthy subjects, the next step we would like to carry out is to make deep comparisons between the healthy and hemiplegia sides of the stroke patients as well as stroke patients with different recovery stages. Additionally, compared to the performance-based robotic behavior adaptation, the preliminary results in the current research show that anxietybased robot-aided training task adaptation has more challenging task selections, more consistency with the willingness of the stroke patients, higher engagements, and task liking levels. We are now conducting clinical experimental study, and the rehabilitation outcomes of anxiety and performance-based robotic behavior adaptation will be investigated.
Conclusions
A pilot study on anxiety-based human-robot interaction in robot-aided stroke rehabilitation was carried out in the current research. The main focuses were divided into two consecutive phases. In phase I, the motor performances and the physiological responses to the stroke subject's anxiety with high, medium, and low intensities were first statistically analyzed, and then anxiety models with three intensities were offline developed using SVM-based machine learning method. In phase II, anxiety-based closed-loop robot-aided training behavior adaptation and its impacts on patientrobot interaction engagements were explored. As a comparison, a performance-based robot-aided training task adaptation was implemented. The User Engagement Scale including five measures and the task liking level were used Figure 12 . The engagement measures and task liking averaged across all the subjects and for each of the subjects. (a) The engagement measures and task liking levels averaged across all subjects and (b) the engagement measures and task liking for each of the subjects.
to quantify the engagements of the whole training session and the task satisfaction in each training epoch, respectively. Experimental results with 12 recruited stroke patients conducted on the Barrett WAM TM manipulator verified that the rehabilitation robot can implicitly recognize the anxiety intensities of the stroke survivors, and the anxiety-based real-time robotic behavior adaptation shows more engagements and task satisfactions in the humanrobot interactions.
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